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	NetBeans(TM) IDE Field Guide: Developing Desktop, Web, Enterprise, and Mobile Applications (2nd Edition), 9780132395526 (0132395525), Prentice Hall, 2006
The Only Complete Guide and Reference for NetBeans™ IDE 5.0

The award-winning NetBeans™ IDE eases all aspects of Java application development, incorporating a wide range of powerful features into one well-designed package. NetBeans IDE is consistently first in supporting the latest Java technologies for developing desktop, web, enterprise, and mobile applications.  

NetBeans™ IDE Field Guide provides an introduction to the IDE and an extensive range of topics to help you with both everyday and advanced programming tasks, including
	Taking advantage of the Ant-based project system to create easily deployable projects
	Developing web applications with the built-in Apache Tomcat web server
	Constructing, assembling, and verifying large-scale Java EE applications
	Managing the Sun Java System Application Server through NetBeans IDE
	Developing mobile applications with the NetBeans Mobility Pack
	In this expanded second edition, you can also learn how to
	Build powerful and attractive desktop applications with the Matisse GUI Builder
	Profile your applications for performance issues
	Develop modules for NetBeans IDE and rich-client applications based on the NetBeans Platform
	Chat and share code with other developers using the NetBeans Collaboration Modules 


About the Author

Patrick Keegan is one of the technical writers for NetBeans IDE. He has been writing about the IDE since May 1999, when NetBeans was a small Czech company yet to be acquired by Sun Microsystems. 

Ludovic Champenois is a senior architect at Sun Microsystems. He has been with Sun for more than a decade, and is currently the tech lead and architect for NetBeans J2EE support. 

Gregory Crawley conceptualized and implemented the Mobility device fragmentation solution for NetBeans IDE 4.0. He continues to be an avid NetBeans IDE user and developer of J2ME games in association with Cotopia Wireless. 

Charlie Hunt is a Java Performance Engineer at Sun Microsystems. He has been working with Java since 1997 and has held many other positions at Sun, including Java Architect and NetBeans Technology Evangelist. 

Christopher Webster, a member of the NetBeans Enterprise Pack development team, focuses on service-oriented architecture (SOA) development tools. Before joining Sun, Chris was a computer scientist at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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Digital Privacy and Security Using Windows: A Practical GuideApress, 2017

	Use this hands-on guide to understand the ever growing and complex world of digital security. Learn how to protect yourself from digital crime, secure your communications, and become anonymous online using sophisticated yet practical tools and techniques.


	This book teaches you how to secure your online identity and personal...


		

Living Water: Viktor Schauberger and the Secrets of Natural EnergyNewleaf, 2002
Many people suggested that I write a book on Viktor Schauberger, the extraordinary natural scientist, inventor and philosopher. Already in the 1920s he forewarned us, in speeches and articles, of the environmental crisis in which we are now caught and from which we seem to have little hope of escaping. In his lifetime he met mostly resistance and...

		

VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware UseO'Reilly, 2012

	
		With scores of step-by-step solutions, this cookbook helps you work with VMware ESXi in a wide range of network environments. You’ll not only learn the basics—how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute them among virtual machines—but also how to...






	

STACS 2007: 24th Annual Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science, Aachen, Germany, February 22-24, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 24th Annual Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Science, STACS 2007, held in Aachen, Germany in February 2007.
The 56 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from about 400 submissions. The papers address the whole range of...


		

Intermediate Accounting, 11th Edition (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2010

	INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING, Eleventh Edition, provides the perfect combination of professional language and vibrant pedagogy to facilitate the transition from financial principles to the larger environment of financial reporting. To prepare students for professional accounting careers, the text's comprehensive coverage of GAAP and discussion...


		

Transitions in Nursing: Preparing for Professional Practice, 3eChurchill Livingstone, 2012

	New edition of the essential text for senior nursing students transitioning to professional nursing practice.


	Now in its third edition, the popular Transitions in Nursing continues to recognise the issues and challenges faced by senior students making the transition to nursing practice.


	Transitions in...
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